A framework for region/zone classification in color and gray-scale scanned documents is proposed in this paper. The algorithm includes modules for extracting text, photo, and strong edge/line regions. Firstly, a text detection module which is based on wavelet analysis and Run Length Encoding (RLE) technique is employed. Local and global energy maps in high frequency bands of the wavelet domain are generated and used as initial text maps. Further analysis using RLE yields a final text map. The second module is developed to detect image/photo and pictorial regions in the input document. A block-based classifier using basis vector projections is employed to identify photo candidate regions. Then, a final photo map is obtained by applying probabilistic model based on Markov random field (MRF) based maximum a posteriori (MAP) optimization with iterated conditional mode (ICM). The final module detects lines and strong edges using Hough transform and edge-linkages analysis, respectively. The text, photo, and strong edge/line maps are combined to generate a page layout classification of the scanned target document. Experimental results and objective evaluation show that the proposed technique has a very effective performance on variety of simple and complex scanned document types obtained from MediaTeam Oulu document database. The proposed page layout classifier can be used in systems for efficient document storage, content based document retrieval, optical character recognition, mobile phone imagery, and augmented reality.
INTRODUCTION
A methodology for page layout classification is proposed in this paper. Our algorithm handles color and grayscale scanned documents and generates a classification map for text, photo, and strong edge/line regions. Page/document segmentation techniques are generally used in digital document storage and retrieval applications where maintaining low memory allocation and fast retrieval process are vital. The proposed algorithm can also be used in systems for selective/enhanced scanning and object-oriented rendering in printing pipelines. In addition, the proposed system can be considered as an initial step for applications such as optical character recognition (OCR) and graphic interpretation. O'Gorman, Kasturi, et al.
1, 2 provide a detailed discussion on document processing where document scanning techniques and page layout structure are explained. Moreover, comprehensive surveys that cover several document analysis and page layout classifications techniques are presented by Doermann, Mao et al. 3, 4 Several techniques are found in the literature that focus on identifying text regions in a document image.
5, 6
They generate a text/non-text classification map. Furthermore, comprehensive algorithms that aim to identify text and image/graphic regions are also presented in the past two decades. 7, 8 However, these systems are limited to a specific type of scanned documents such as newsletters or articles. Besides this, the background region is assumed to be white. 9, 10 That is a valid assumption in several types of scanned documents but it excludes complex colored documents such as book covers, advertisements, and flyers from the scope of the work. It also limits practicality and feasibility of the applied techniques. However, in this paper, the page classification problem is addressed in documents with many types of characteristics such as text, photo, and strong edge/line for colored and gray-level scanned documents with both simple (plain-white) and complex colored background.
In this paper, a raster classification technique is proposed to locate and extract text, photo, and strong edge/line regions. The algorithm is developed to handle different types of scanned documents. Images of simple documents like phone-books, outlines, business cards, or manuals are considered. Additionally, address-lists, advertisement and article document images with complex colored page layout structure and content are included in the test database. The proposed system is developed to be fast and robust especially while dealing with several types of scanned documents at different scanning resolutions. Furthermore, the algorithm is evaluated on a publicly available database of scanned documents where enhanced performance is reported. It also has been tested on various internal document-sets that are gathered from several scanners. The proposed page layout classifier shows enhanced performance independently from scanning process. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the proposed algorithm. Results and performance evaluation are presented in Section 3. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
A page layout classification algorithm is proposed which utilizes RGB color and gray-scale scanned documents as inputs. The algorithm consists of four modules that include pre-processing, text detection, photo detection, and line/strong edges detection units. The pre-processing step includes methods for filtering, image resizing, color space transformation, morphological operations and gamma correction. They are applied to reduce computation time of large scanned documents and to limit any artifacts due to resizing and down-sampling. The color transformation (or gamma correction for gray-scale scanned documents) follows the morphological operations to generate an enhanced map that is employed by the text, photo and strong edge/line detection modules. The second module is for text detection. It uses wavelet analysis to generate a text-region candidate map. The initial text map is enhanced (and verified) by applying a Run Length Encoding (RLE) process. Photo detection is the third module where a block-wise segmentation technique, that is based on basis vector projection, is used to generate an initial photo map. The obtained photo segmentation is improved by utilizing Markov random field based on maximum a posteriori (MRF-MAP) optimization with iterated conditional mode (ICM). Furthermore, some basic post-processing techniques are used at the last step in photo detection module for enhancement purposes. The final module uses Hough transform, edge detection, and edge linkages techniques to identify lines and strong edges. A block diagram of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . 
Pre-processing Module
This module has stages for low-pass filtering, image re-scaling, color space transformation, morphological operation and gamma correction [see Figure 2 ]. The scanned document can be a colored or gray-level image as it is also mentioned above. The objective of the pre-processing module is to prevent aliasing, reduce computation time, eliminate noise and illumination variations, and enhance the document image particularly in text and photo regions. In this study, a typical document size 8.5×11 inches is used. It is scanned with 300 dots per inch (dpi) assuming no down-or up-sampling. More technical information about scanning technique and document structure can be found in MediaTeam Oulu document database 11 provided by MediaTeam research group from Oulu University. This technology ensures a very high resolution for an image which seems an advantage in document segmentation. However, it causes the entire process to be very computationally expensive. Therefore, we propose to downsample the image by a scale factor of four using bi-cubic interpolation. Before interpolation, a 11 × 11 pixel sized low-pass filter is applied to reduce the effect of ripple patterns that result from aliasing during down-sampling. This limits the impact of aliasing in the output image and minimizes artifacts that can occur.
Furthermore, color space conversion or gamma correction is applied depending on the number of channels of an input image. If the image is scanned in RGB space, RGB to CIEL*a*b transformation is applied as shown in Figure 2 . The benefits of the transformation are to provide perceptual uniformity and remove color dependency particularly in background region. The re-scaled image is transformed to the CIEL*a*b* color space where the L* component is mainly used in the rest of proposed algorithm. A detailed discussion with transformation formulations for CIEL*a*b color space can be found in Ref. 12 . RGB to CIEL*a*b* color space conversion has an inherent gamma correction and, in order to simulate similar behavior for gray-scale scanned documents, gamma correction process is performed to eliminate the illumination variances and de-noise the background regions.
The final stage in the pre-processing module is dilation, called morphological operation. It is employed to enhance high-frequency (edges) regions in the L* channel of transformed input image. The broken characters in the text regions are also enhanced. The dilation operation scans the input intensity image to find local maxima in a given direction over a small window. The operation is applied twice to emphasis high-frequency regions in both horizontal and vertical directions. These two maps (Dilation Horizontal and Dilation V ertical ) are averaged and subtracted from the input to obtain enhanced lightness channel as shown in Eq. (1).
Text Detection Module
The text detection module uses the enhanced lightness channel as described in the pre-processing module. Multiple-scale wavelet decomposition is applied and local energy (a variable window size operation) is computed in high frequency sub-images (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal detail channels). The energy maps are upsampled to the size of the input enhanced lightness channels and averaged to generate a text-candidate map. Finally, a module based on run-length encoding (RLE) is utilized to verify text regions. These sub-modules are detailed in the following sub-sections.
Wavelet Decomposition and Energy Sub-module
The goal of this operation is to identify candidate text regions. We employ a basic assumption which is, text regions have high variation in small neighborhood area with addition to a stark contrast to the background. This is due to the ideal case of having text with small font size that has distinct color from the background. The proposed algorithm also handles more complicated cases where complex background is found as shown in the experimental results and discussions [see Section 3] .
The proposed technique starts by applying wavelet decomposition to the Enhanced L * generated in Eq.(1). The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) methodology is utilized where multiple levels are applied to the lowfrequency approximation sub-image as shown in the block diagram in Figure 3 . The energy is computed using a variable-size sliding window. The window size varies in relation to the original document spatial size and to the wavelet decomposition level. Notice that the average value of the wavelet coefficients in the given window has been subtracted from all coefficients. This is to eliminate any bias in energy values that could be caused by lighter gray-scale background and emphasize the contrast between the text and background regions. This procedure is applied twice where first the local average of the neighboring coefficients (I local ) is used and then the global average of all coefficients (I global ) in the sub-image is utilized as given in Eq. (2) .
Where W stands for the local window and I(x, y) is the wavelets coefficient at the location x and y. The module in Figure 3 employs two DWT levels using Daubechies 4-tap filter-banks. However, up to four levels of DWT can be applied depending on the spatial size of the original scanned document. The range of the energy maps is normalized before up-sampling them to the original document size and generating their average map. Bi-cubic interpolation technique is used to resize the energy maps with the scaling factor (2 s ) where s is the wavelet scale (level). The purpose of the wavelet and energy computation is to generate a text-candidate map that outlines the exact text-candidate regions. However, these operations generate gray-scale maps that signify the high-frequency regions such as text, texture, and edges. Therefore, a thresholding operation based on Otsu's method 13 is employed to generate binary maps. Some of the target scanned documents in the test database have text written using different colors or gray-levels within the same document which yield different energy levels. Hence, applying histogram (intensity value) adjustment operation before the thresholding stage helps to reduce the energy variation due to text color or gray-level difference. Another image enhancement operation is applied to the binary text-candidate regions as a post-processing step by removing any region with insignificant size less than 0.03% of the scanned document size.
Text Region Confirmation Sub-module
This module uses the text-candidate maps generated in sub-section 2.2.1 and the enhanced L* channel of the original scanned document. It is assumed that a text region is typed in a line or multiple line (paragraphs) format. If any text-candidate region is considered by itself, its structure should follow this assumption. That is, it generates a set of peaks and valleys if averaged in horizontal or vertical direction (at least in one direction). The characteristics of these peaks and valleys indicate the font size used in the written text and the distances between the text lines. shows an example of vertical and horizontal projections of a text region. These projections are normalized by the image height and width, respectively. The RLE algorithm is applied to the projection vectors and the mean and standard deviation (SD) are computed. If the paragraph is written in a consistent font and the spacing between the lines is fixed, this will generates a relatively low SD value in comparison with the average line width which indicates a text region. Therefore, if the average line width is higher than the variation (SD) at least in one direction, the image region is identified as a text region. This is given that there is a pattern (peaks and valleys) in at least one of the projections in Figure 4 , otherwise, it is not a text region.
Photo Detection Module
Similar to the text detection module, the enhanced lightness channel is used as an input for the photo detection module. It is initially segmented into three classes, background, text, and photo, by employing basis vectors with projection method. After initial segmentation is achieved, MRF-MAP optimization with ICM is employed to utilize neighboring/local spatial information and merge to a more accurate photo map. As a last step, missing blocks (false positives) which are fully surrounded by detected image block(s) are included in the final photo map. A block diagram of the photo detection module, where its sub-modules are explained in the following sections, is drawn in Figure 5 .
Block-wise Segmentation due to Projection Basis Vectors
Block-wise segmentation based on projection basis vectors is first proposed by Won.
14 However, the raw image is used as an input in his study. In other words, no pre-processing technique is applied to the input RGB 14 On the contrary, the block size is fixed to 32 × 32 pixels in this study. If there is any sizing operation applied to the input image in the pre-processing module, an updated block pixel size, denoted by B × B, is obtained by multiplying the 32 × 32 window with the scaling factor. Besides this, the decision criterions for background, text and photo are modified to yield a more robust segmentation map for different types of scanned documents.
Initially, block-wise segmentation is achieved by using projection basis vectors. These different types of basis vectors are designed to demonstrate the pattern of either text, background or image regions. The document is divided into B × B non-overlapping blocks. For each block, the gray levels are horizontally projected in order to constitute a row-vector,
T where it represents the projection values for each horizontal line in the block. As given in Eq.(3), h[k] can take either +1 or −1 depending on whether k th line is a background or text. Detailed formulations and equations are adopted from Ref. 14 (with same notations). The modified constant values, T 1 and T 2 , used in thresholding are given in Section 3.
where y t is the image and X{y t } is the corresponding binarized image. First, the image is binarized with thresholding method according to the threshold value, T 1 . Then, if the corresponding line in Eq. The number of horizontal lines in the block is always an integer multiple of 8 since the size of the block is 32 × 32 pixel. Therefore, the horizontal lines are divided into eight groups such that
, where k = 0, 1, · · · , 7 in order to multiply with a 8×8 pixel-sized basis matrix. Now, the re-arranged vector becomes
T . Eight basis vectors [see Figure 6 ] are utilized to decide whether the block belongs to background, text or photo. The vectors are both orthogonal and orthonormal for best space span and normalization purposes. After generating the basis vectors, the re-arranged vector, denoted by H t , is multiplied with a 8 × 8 sized basis matrix and it yields a 1 × 8 row vector. Basis matrix is obtained by combining the basis vectors in one matrix. H t can be represented using the basis vectors with some weighting coefficients, given in Eq.(4).
Where the magnitude of a a t [k] represents a weighting coefficient of how good H t fits into the corresponding basis vector, Φ l . Moreover, a t [k] is obtained by the inner product of H t and Φ l as shown in Eq.(5).
To finalize the initial block segmentation, class labels, x, are assigned as 2 for background, 1 for image, and 0 for text according to Eq.(6).
where 
Segmentation Based on MRF-MAP Optimization
In projection basis vectors based segmentation, contextual information is not considered. This causes the previous sub-module [see Section 2.3.1] to detect some false detections. To eliminate these mis-detections, a block-based probabilistic MRF-MAP optimization segmentation technique is employed. The class label field, X = x, is assumed to be MRF model and ICM is utilized to increase the convergence rate. The aim is to find the expression in Eq. (7) .
where p(y) is a-priori probability assumed to be Gibbs distribution as defined in Eq. (8) . p(x|y) is conditional probability distribution function (pdf). C is the set of cliques in B × B block, Q is the Gibbs constant and V c (y) is the clique potential, given in Eq. (8) p 
In Eq. (8), β is a constant for clique potential which is chosen to be 1.6 after several trials (empirically). To find the conditional pdf, each B × B non-overlapping blocks are assumed to be independent and have a Gaussian distribution. Depending on this assumption, a formulation is required which is given in Eq. (9) below.
where μ xi ,σ 2 xi and I are the mean, variance and the given image, respectively. They are the statistical features in order to model the blocks. After defining each variable, by using Eq. (8) and (9), the expression in Eq. (7) can be re-written as follows;
where the first term corresponds to the constraint region intensity to match available data and the second one imposes spatial continuity. The formula in Eq.(10) computes the energy over the entire image which is computationally very expensive. Hence, ICM is utilized to lower the computation time while the algorithm performance is maintained. Instead of considering the entire image which is represented by
, the energy term, E, is computed for the neighborhood pixels/blocks. "2nd order neighborhood clique system" is used in ICM iterations. This iterated approach is executed until the convergence condition, denoted by CC and given below, is satisfied. Current class labels are updated with the following steps; 1) For given current class labels, x, calculate (μ 0 , σ by selecting the class (0, 1 or 2) which maximizes E.
< T = 0.1, stop. Otherwise, go to step 1.
where
Note that, only if x (i, j) and x(i, j) have different class labels, the result of the summation will change, otherwise no effect will be seen. The algorithm usually converges in 2− or 3 iterations.
Photo Map Enhancement Process
After MRF-MAP optimization segmentation is completed, photo map enhancement step is performed to eliminate false negatives (black pixels in Figure 7 (a)) which are surrounded by classified blocks (white pixels in Figure 7 (a)) and to merge final photo map as it is illustrated in Figure 7 (b). For connectivity, second-order neighboring system is used. This stage consists of several dilation operations and it continues to iterate until the contour of the initial sub-image (the rings with black pixels in Figure 7 (a)) fits under a main detected sub-image (the rings in Figure 7(b) ). The process stops when further dilation causes changes at the shape (contour) of the main detected image.
Strong Edge/Line Detection Module
Lines are detected in the proposed algorithm using Hough transform. It starts by employing Canny edge detection methodology to generate an edge map of the input enhanced L* channel. Next, the standard Hough transform (SHT) is applied where the parametric representation of a line, given in Eq. (12) is used.
Applying the Hough transform for all edge points in the edge map generates a parameter space matrix whose rows and columns correspond to ρ and θ, respectively. Peak values in this space/plane represent potential lines in the input image. Several parameters that are essential for the success of the line detection algorithm are set empirically based on the test data-set. They are given as follows: 1) A threshold value equals to 20% of the maximum peak is used to identify potential lines.
2) The maximum number of peaks to identify in parameter space matrix is set to 30.
3) A scalar value that specifies whether merged lines should be kept or discarded. Lines shorter than 300 pixels are discarded. 4) A scalar value that specifies the distance between two line segments associated with the same Hough transform bin. When the distance between the line segments is less than 15 pixels, the Hough methodology merges the line segments into one single line segment.
It is critical to identify strong edges such as outlines of objects in scanned documents to ensure a seamless transition when applying different image enhancing techniques to neighboring regions. Edges are ideal locations to embed the transition boundary. An example is illustrated different color quantization tables for memory color regions such as sky and grass. Imagine having an image with sky and grass regions that meet at the horizon. Enhancing these memory colors (blue for sky and green for grass) separately, and implanting the transition region over the strong edge (horizon line) in the image would enhance the image's overall visual quality, while minimizing any fault caused by the color correction process.
The strong edge detection technique uses the edge map, generated by the Canny edge detection algorithm, as an input. Edge pixels are linked together into lists of sequential edge points, one list for each edge contour. A contour or edge-list starts/stops at an ending or a junction with another contour/edge-list. Thresholding technique is utilized to eliminate short edges where contours less than 200 pixels long are discarded. The proposed algorithm is tested on a large database that contains a variety of simple to complex color and gray-scale documents. The test data-set includes articles, advertisements, newsletters, business cards and dictionary documents from the MediaTeam Oulu document database.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
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The generated page layout segmentation map outlines (as a rectangular box) text and photo regions while detected lines and edges are shown as in a edge map [see Figure 8] . The average execution time for images with average size of 3000 × 2000 pixels is 15 seconds running on a 2.4 GHz dual core PC implemented in MATLAB R . The results for photo and text regions are compared to the ground-truth maps and presented as a confusion matrix in Table 1 Figure 8 (a) have frames (box-lines) that outline the pages and they are detected fairly accurately in both images. It is worth noticing that the written text with large font-size is extracted as strong edges as can be observed in the second example page (second row of Figure 8(a) ). Additionally, the pictorial structure shown in that document is also well-segmented.
In Figure 9 and 10, ten different types of scanned documents which are article, advertisement, business-card, correspondence, dictionary, form, manual, newsletter, phone-book, and outline are illustrated. Photo regions are represented with blue box and text zones are shown as green in both our classification map and ground-truth. Moreover, cyan regions correspond to a common zone when photo and text regions overlap.
Firstly, a typical article document, that is an example for plain document, is shown in Figure 9 (a) where the generated page layout classification map correlates well with the human-generated ground-truth. Figure 9(b) shows an advertisement document. Although its background can be considered as complex, the proposed algorithm generates an accurate classification map except for mis-classifying the small-font text region on top of the photo. Besides this, the very small font-size text region at the lower-left of the document is also missed. In Figure 9 (c), text and photo regions in the business-card document image are well extracted. Furthermore, the correspondence (Figure 9(d) ) and the dictionary (Figure 9 (e)) documents show page layout classifications that fairly match their ground-truth except for some artifacts. Figure 10 include form, manual, newsletter, phone-book, and outline type documents. Their classification maps are fairly accurate. Text and photo areas in the phone-book (Figure 10(d) ) and outline ( Figure 10(e) ) examples are correctly detected even the background regions are different than white. As a failure, the algorithm misses the photo body at the left-bottom of the phone-book document. It is worth noticing that our algorithm generate text-boxes that follow the outline of the paragraphs and classifying the regions between them to the background while the ground-truth maps identify the entire region as text. This is clearly visible in Figures 9(b), 9(d), 10(b) , and 10(e). Table 1 shows the performance of the proposed algorithm in comparison with the ground-truth provided in the database 11 using confusion matrix. The parameter values used in photo detection module, β = 1.6, T 1 = 0.6 and T 2 = 220 are fixed [see Section 2.3.1]. B is set to 32 for the document images size of around 3000 × 2000 pixels, and 16 for the document images size of 2000 × 1000 pixels. Table 1 shows that 78% classification accuracy in text regions is found while 20% are misclassified as background. In photo detection, accurate classification rate of 85% is found while it is around 92% in background regions. 
Results in
Performance Evaluation
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